
12 week programme

go from struggling to thriving
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Welcome!Welcome!
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Then you're in the right place!

Power to Heal is a transformational 12 week LIVE
coaching programme, with UPGRADE options for 1:1,
where you will reclaim your power and master
powerful tools that will support your in your health
recovery. So you can gain greater emotional
freedom and move forward knowing that healing is
possible and happening!

Got questions?  Email - hello@rachel-oconnor.com

Are YOU ready to say YES to letting go of the
struggle, and YES to clarity & empowerment?

Get in touch
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Out of struggling and into thriving in 
your health recovery!
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Say no to working hard doing the same
thing for little or no results!

This program is for you 
if you're ready to...

Give your body the emotional conditions it
needs to heal

Open up to new possibilities for your life

Master powerful tools to keep you calm &
support you in your health recovery

Gain clarity on the path your healing
needs to take free from fear

Feel supported, seen & held by people on
the same empowered journey
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Gain greater freedom from your emotions
& calm your nervous system



Worn down and exhausted, not truly believing you can get well. 
Full of grief for the life you've lost
Sad about the quality of your life
Feeling alone and frustrated with yourself
Struggling with your emotions & daily stress knowing it impacts your health
Not sure how to move forward
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I'm going to help you start to feel more
like YOU again!

I know exactly what it's like to be
struggling with ill health and feel like a
slave to my emotions, to be working
really hard and getting sicker with
every day feeling like an ordeal.

My passion in life is to help you
through this, because it doesn't have to
be this way, so that you can move
forward and claim the health that you
deserve!

I see you:

And that's why I created Power to Heal to help you out of this struggle. 
So you can:
 

Be free from grief, guilt and fear
Start to move out of anxiety and into joy
Start to love and feel compassion for yourself
Calm your nervous system & support your body to move into rest &
repair mode
Develop skills to give you emotional mastery
Feel supported & understood by people who know what it's like
Embody greater motivation & personal power
Make better decisions about your health from a place of calm & ease

Mentor, coach & accredited EFT, 
IET, NLP & Face Yoga practitioner
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WEEK  1 - Stress mastery - goes deep on the types of stress that impact
healing, how it affects your body & what you can do about it.

Here's what we will cover in our exciting 12 weeks together!

WEEK  2 - Moving beyond - looks at your past experiences trying to
heal & how you can release them to enable you to move forward.

WEEK  3 - Cultivating trust - we interrogate your beliefs, look at how
those are affecting your recovery & start releasing them.

WEEK  4 - Feeling the vibration - what emotions restrict us, why just
trying to be positive doesn't work & how to gain emotional mastery.

WEEK  5 - Moving towards forgiveness - how acceptance supports us
in our healing journey & how we release the emotions that stop it.

WEEK  6 - Getting  unstuck - we learn which emotions undermine our
hope & slow our healing & how to release them

WEEK  7 - Creating  calm - learn powerful tools to enable you greater
control over how you emotionally & physically respond to stress 

WEEK  8 -  From fearful to fearless - the shades of fear, how it
influences our decision making & how to deal with it.

WEEK  9 - Letting go -  understand how our feelings towards others
impact us & how to release them for greater peace.

WEEK  10 - The power of compassion - learn why your body needs
more kindness and how to reach greater alignment for faster healing.

WEEK  11 - Healthy relationships - why relationships get strained,  how
to build healthy boundaries & start enjoying being around people again

WEEK  12 - Expansion - how to bring everything you've released,
experienced & learned together to move forward with empowerment.
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Each week within the
Facebook group Rachel will

run weekly lives covering
different topics & questions
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What's included

Self care exercises

Weekly exercises which
continue the live session

work to 4x the impact

Bonus videos &
audios

Extras covering active
meditation for sleep & training

on the modalities & more...

Private FB Group

Providing a powerful way to
connect with program
members for support &

friendship. 

Weekly FB Lives

12 LIVE lessons
Weekly recorded live lessons
combining teaching, energy

work & active meditations

Power to Heal 12 week 
LIVE Group Program
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Access to Power to Heal
Group program

Weekly recorded live lessons  
+ FB Group + Bonuses +

workbook
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What's included

Emotional stress
assessment

Detailed fact finding session
with visualisation of  your

personal emotional 
stress map

1:1 Emotional Healing

6 x 90 minute sessions working
with Rachel to clear emotional

stresses - including traumas,
beliefs & emotions

Tailored self care set based
on what you need after each

session

Personalised 
self care

Power to Heal 12 Week Live Group Program
PLUS 1:1 - 3 or 6 session packages
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level 1 level 2

I'm in
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Three AMAZING ways you can join POWER TO HEAL!
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12 weekly LIVE intimate group
sessions

 
Private FB group 

 
Weekly Facebook lives

 
Powerful self care workbook

 
Bonus videos

 
Option to add sessions 
with Rachel separately

 

12 weekly LIVE intimate group
sessions

 
Private FB group 

 
Weekly Facebook lives

 
Powerful self care workbook

 
Bonus videos

 
3 x 1:1 sessions with Rachel

 - spaces limited
 

I'm in

£597* £997*

 Not sure if Power to Heal is for you?

level 3

Book a call

£1347*

I'm in

*Price for full payment. Payment plans are available.

12 weekly LIVE intimate group
sessions

 
Private FB group 

 
Weekly Facebook lives

 
Powerful self care workbook

 
Bonus videos

 
6 x 1:1 sessions with Rachel

 - spaces limited
 

https://rachel-o.square.site/product/power-to-heal-12-week-group-programme/8
https://rachel-o.square.site/product/power-to-heal-group-programme-plus-3-x-1-1-session-package/7
https://calendly.com/racheloconnor/energy-call
https://rachel-o.square.site/product/power-to-heal-group-programme-plus-6-x-1-1-session-package/6
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Are these techniques safe?
The techniques are generally safe. But we always recommend you check with your doctor
before starting anything new for your health.  

Does the program involve any mysticism, spirit work, or religious content?
No. Power to Heal is focused on enabling you to learn skills to release and manage the
impact of stress on your health and wellbeing with the focus on tools that have been
shown to calm the nervous system, support relaxation, release emotions and tension.

How much time will I need to set aside each day for the program?
For most weeks of the program Rachel sets a self care exploration activity. These activities
are designed to help you go deeper in your own time and 3x the work that is done in the
group sessions. These activities can take anywhere from 10 minutes to an hour a week. 
 Within the program there is teaching around creating a daily practice with foundational
activities.  These activities can take as little as 5 - 10 minutes a day.

I'm on holiday for 2 weeks will that stop me taking part?
All Zoom and FB Lives will be recorded, so if you aren't able to attend the live group
sessions for whatever reason you can follow along to the recording in your own time.

Do I have to have my camera on for live calls?
While it is easier for us to monitor you if we can see you onscreen, there is no requirement
for you to have your camera on or even speak during live calls. Rachel's priority is that you
are comfortable and doing things on your terms within your boundaries. 

If I start in the group program can I upgrade to 1:1 after the program has started?
Unfortunately because of the time that 1:1's take places are limited. Therefore the best
way to secure a 1:1 place is to book when you first join the program as we can't guarantee
they will be available once the program starts.

What techniques will we be using?
Rachel uses and teaches her own unique combination and style of mind body techniques
alongside her signature ARISE framework.

Can anyone use these techniques?
Yes, most people can use these techniques. however if you have epilepsy, or are taking
benzodiazepines (Valium, Diazepam etc.) please get in touch - hello@rachel-
oconnor.com to see if it's suitable for you.

Do I need to bring anything to take part in this program?
In some of the sessions you will be doing face yoga and for that you will need to bring
either a facial oil, moisturiser, coconut or olive oil so that doing the exercises doesn't pull on
your delicate facial skin.  Come make up free, and you're good to go!

Do I need to come to the sessions alone?
Absolutely. This should be viewed as quiet and personal time for you. Like a massage. To
get the most out of the program you will need a quiet and private space to join the calls
where you won't be interrupted.
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1:1 ONLY - I'm on holiday for 2 weeks in the middle of the program!
There are 7 sessions with Rachel in total to be taken over the 12 week period of the
program. There is no requirement to take all sessions over consecutive weeks.  So
scheduling can be worked out when you sign up.

1:1 ONLY - If I want to do more than 6 sessions what do I do?
This is something to discuss with Rachel when you meet for the energy call. There are
add-ons available.

Can I take the program at my own pace?
Absolutely! Videos of the lives will be available online a couple of days after the session
and the materials will all be downloadable, so if you miss a week you can catch up when
you want to.

Can I join the calls lying down?
Yes, absolutely! As long as you can see Rachel on your screen you're golden!

How easy are the techniques to learn to apply myself?
Rachel strongly believes in the power of simplicity. This program has been designed to
provide you with the tools you need to manage your own emotional stress. Tools that are
effective, easy to learn at a basic level and simple to apply without the need to invest
huge amounts of time.

1:1 ONLY - Do I need to have my camera on for sessions
Yes, it is important that Rachel can monitor you closely during the session. There are a lot
of non-verbal cues which Rachel uses to inform her work.

Is it okay for me to do facial exercise with rashes or acne?
Yes. But it's worth sending a message to hello@rachel-oconnor.com before joining so that
Rachel knows what you're dealing with so she can advise.

Got a question not covered here?  Get in touch.
hello@rachel-oconnor.com

What qualifications does Rachel have?
Rachel is an experienced and accredited EFT, IET, NLP and Face Yoga practitioner. She is
fully insured.
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I can't even begin to explain how much Rachel has
transformed my thinking, daily stress reactions, coping
mechanisms, and positive outlook for the future!

I met Rachel when I was at my lowest point, almost giving up
on my healing. It’s been seven years since I got ill with a severe
neurological condition and I have worked with many energy
healers and tried out a few emotional healing techniques, but
nothing worked for me. Rachel helped me to confront my
fears about my illness and my future, which I haven't managed
to do all this time and it felt like a huge burden was lifted off
my shoulders.

Rachel helped me look into my past to figure out exactly
what my experiences were that was causing my fears and
anxiety. She helped me uncover these childhood situations
that actually helped drive my mental blocks and I had no
idea they even existed before working with her! 

KN

MT

UP
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With Rachel, I was able to understand myself and some of the
behaviors and feelings I was carrying.  So much pain, anger,
and lack of self-confidence that I didn't know was sourced
from so many past events in my life.  With Rachel's help, I was
able to remove a lot of the burden from myself, understand
myself, and the reasons for my physical fatigue as well. 

AA
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This is a short number of things that have improved. My
anger and frustration towards everything is gone, the
fatigue symptoms have decreased, my family relationships
have improved, I feel more confident then ever before and
most of all: I feel like healing is happening.

GB


